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Introduction {#chem201505086-sec-0001}
============

The photophysics of DNA and its components is a paramount example of synergy between experiment and theory.[1](#chem201505086-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"} A large number of time‐resolved spectroscopic experiments and ab initio computations have been conducted to study the interaction between UV light and DNA, making the nucleobases a benchmark for the development of time‐resolved pump‐probe spectroscopy. As a result, the fundamental photophysical properties of the isolated canonical nucleobases are well understood today. Ultrashort excited‐state lifetimes arise because of highly efficient radiationless mechanisms that are considered to offer self‐protection against UV damage. The challenge now is to understand more complex systems, including DNA itself, which present notably different photophysics compared with the isolated nucleobases. Their decay mechanisms are controversial, and different types of states (locally excited states, delocalized states such as excimers, exciplexes or excitons, or charge transfer (CT) states) have been proposed to be important.

To clarify the mechanistic picture, new spectroscopic developments are expected to play a crucial role. Among them, bidimensional UV (2D‐UV) spectroscopy[2](#chem201505086-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"} appears particularly promising because it can be used to overcome the intrinsic low spectral resolution of one‐dimensional spectroscopy, allowing the disentanglement of the overlapping bands found in a one‐dimensional spectrum. Consequently, it gives the possibility of selectively tracking the de‐excitation pathways that correspond to different transitions activated with a broadband pump pulse, opening the way for a more detailed mechanistic interpretation of the photoinduced processes experienced by a system. 2D‐UV spectroscopy has already been applied experimentally to the study of the photophysics of the nucleobases[3](#chem201505086-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"} as well as in light‐harvesting complexes.[4](#chem201505086-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}

In the present contribution, we focus on the photophysics of the adenine uracil diribonucleoside monophosphate (ApU, see Scheme [1](#chem201505086-fig-5001){ref-type="fig"}) in water. Dinucleosides are an ideal test ground to understand the relevant excited‐state species in more complex systems because, due to their relatively small size, they can be modeled at a high level of theory. ApU in solution has a complex photodynamics with three components of 2.0±0.1, 18±6, and 240±70 ps measured with transient absorption spectroscopy after 267 nm excitation.[5](#chem201505086-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"} The results have been explained in terms of two groups of stacked and unstacked conformers. The decay components of 2.0 and 240 ps, which are also seen for a mixture of the adenine and uracil ribonucleoside monophosphates, are assigned to the unstacked conformers. They correspond, respectively, to the monomer‐like decay of the individual nucleobases, and a long‐lived channel of the uracil ribonucleoside that may correspond to an (nπ\*) or triplet state.[6](#chem201505086-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"} The 18 ps component was assigned to an adenine→uracil CT state, because the results for a set of five dinucleotides show an inverse relationship between the lifetime of this component and the energy of the CT state estimated from the ionization potentials and electron affinities of the two bases involved in it.[5](#chem201505086-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"} The appearance of the CT component was also postulated in a study on the closely related dApT molecule, using picosecond time‐resolved infrared spectroscopy for detection, for which the measured lifetime was 75 ps.[7](#chem201505086-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}

![ApU structure and atom labeling for adenine and uracil.](CHEM-22-7497-g007){#chem201505086-fig-5001}

In this context, the main goal of our work is to elucidate the mechanism of the photophysics of ApU with the help of high‐level potential energy calculations and simulation of the 2D‐UV spectra. Our CASPT2//CASSCF:AMBER computations provide a global mechanistic picture that considers all relevant states. We find a complex photophysics in which both locally excited adenine and uracil states and the adenine→uracil CT state may contribute to the experimental 18 and 240 ps components. Such a complex picture calls for 2D‐UV experiments that may disentangle the contributions of the different states to the spectrum, and therefore we have computed the characteristic 2D‐UV spectral fingerprints of the computed relaxation pathways. These calculations provide the guidelines for future 2D‐UV experiments that are expected to resolve the interpretation of the photophysics of ApU.

The signals decaying on the picosecond timescale, which are one of the main points of interest of our work, are a general feature of oligonucleotide molecules. Signals from 2.7 to longer than 200 ps have been described with different techniques for systems going from diribonucleoside monophosphates to single‐ and double‐stranded oligomers.[5](#chem201505086-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}, [8](#chem201505086-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"} However, the origin of the picosecond signals observed in these systems still constitutes an unsolved question. To date, four main explanations have been proposed. The first candidate is CT excimer or exciplex formation between two nucleobases. These species have been characterized in calculations on adenine‐ and thymine‐based complexes,[9](#chem201505086-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"} and calculations on a pair of stacked adenines embedded in DNA for which they are proposed to arise from interconversion from the bright adenine ^1^L~a~ state.[10](#chem201505086-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"} The involvement of CT states has also been postulated by assigning specific infrared transient absorption bands to these states.[7](#chem201505086-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}, [8m](#chem201505086-bib-0008m){ref-type="ref"},[8o](#chem201505086-bib-0008o){ref-type="ref"}, [11](#chem201505086-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"} The second possibility is that the picosecond‐range signals come from neutral excimers. This species has been characterized computationally for adenine dimers[12](#chem201505086-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"} and pyrimidine homodimers,[13](#chem201505086-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"} where it has been proposed as a precursor of the cyclobutane pyrimidine dimers. The third possibility is long‐lived excitons delocalized over more than two bases.[14](#chem201505086-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"} Finally, the fourth candidate is excited states localized on the monomers, the lifetime of which compared with the gas phase is slowed down by environment. Calculations show that in adenine, the decay of the ^1^L~a~ state is barrierless in the gas phase.[15](#chem201505086-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"} However, when the base is embedded in oligomers, barriers of 0.1--0.4 eV appear,[10](#chem201505086-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}, [16](#chem201505086-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"} and the decay is slowed down in molecular dynamics compared with that in the gas phase.[17](#chem201505086-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} In this context, the insight provided by our study of the photophysics of ApU will be relevant for other complex systems in which the same states appear as discussed here.

Results {#chem201505086-sec-0002}
=======

Our computational system is ApU surrounded by a water sphere of 727 molecules, including a Na^+^ counterion. Adenine and uracil are treated quantum mechanically (QM), and the rest of the system is treated with molecular mechanics (MM) using ONIOM[18](#chem201505086-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"} and the AMBER force field. This hybrid approach is similar to those used in previous studies of nucleobase dinucleotides in solution or dimers embedded in oligomers.[10](#chem201505086-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}, [12d](#chem201505086-bib-0012d){ref-type="ref"}, [19](#chem201505086-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"} The potential energy study follows the CASPT2//CASSCF approach, which is well suited for excited states, for which the optimizations are carried out with CASSCF as the QM method, and the final energy is obtained with CASPT2. The final values are referred to as CASPT2:AMBER. The 2D‐UV spectra are obtained with CASPT2 (see Computational Details at the end of this article and in the Supporting Information).

In solution, ApU is present in stacked and unstacked conformations. We assume that the time for interconversion between the stacked and unstacked forms exceeds the excited‐state lifetimes, because the different forms have clearly distinguishable NMR signals.[20](#chem201505086-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"} In addition, the unstacked conformations are assumed to have very similar photophysics to the single nucleotides.[5](#chem201505086-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"} Based on these assumptions, we consider only the stacked conformer throughout our study. We also focus on the states involving the π‐orbitals of the bases, because the oxygen and nitrogen lone pairs are expected to play a minor role due to their increased energy in water.

Absorption spectrum of stacked ApU {#chem201505086-sec-0003}
----------------------------------

As a first step to understand the photodynamics of ApU, we calculated the absorption spectrum of the stacked conformer in water. To sample the accessible conformational space, the spectrum was calculated for ten snapshots extracted from a 1 ns ground‐state molecular dynamics simulation, replacing the MM geometries of the bases by their idealized geometries[21](#chem201505086-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"} (details in Section SI1.2). The results, which are summarized as a plot in Figure [1](#chem201505086-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}, show the states at energies up to 5.6 eV (see detailed values in Table SI1). Below this threshold, one expects four states: the two lowest ππ\* states of adenine, of ^1^L~a~ and ^1^L~b~ character, the lowest uracil ππ\* state, S(U), and the CT state. The results agree with this picture. In most cases, there is a weakly absorbing state, A\*pU‐^1^L~b~, and two strongly absorbing states, A\*pU‐^1^L~a~ and ApU\*. The identification of the ApU\* state is not always straightforward, because a strong coupling leads to considerable mixing of the wave functions at some geometries, and this has prevented the assignment of the uracil localized transition at the 100 and 200 ps snapshots.

![CASPT2:AMBER ApU vertical excitation energies and oscillator strengths at ten snapshots selected every 100 ps along a 1 ns ground‐state molecular dynamics run; diamonds: A\*pU‐1L~b~; squares: A\*pU‐1L~a~; triangles: ApU\*; asterisks: A^+^pU^−^ state.](CHEM-22-7497-g001){#chem201505086-fig-0001}

The average calculated excitations are 4.82 and 4.95 eV for the ^1^L~b~ and ^1^L~a~ states, respectively, and 4.97 eV for the S(U) state. If stacking effects on the absorption are ignored, these values are in satisfactory agreement with the absorption maxima in water of 4.77 eV for adenosine[22](#chem201505086-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"} (attributed to the ^1^L~a~ state) and 4.73 eV for uridine monophosphate.[23](#chem201505086-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"} They are also comparable with previous CASPT2/MM based estimates of the vertical absorption in water, which are 4.99 and 5.01 eV for the ^1^L~b~ and ^1^L~a~ states,[24](#chem201505086-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"} respectively, and 4.99 eV for the S(U) state.[25](#chem201505086-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"} For the CT state, the average value is 5.51, and the A^+^pU^−^ excitation energy is below 5.6 eV in five out of ten snapshots. Significantly, in three cases (snapshots at 200, 600 and 1000 ps) it has non‐negligible oscillator strength and falls within 0.3 eV of the experimental excitation energy (4.64 eV or 267 nm).[5](#chem201505086-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"} This suggests that in a part of the conformational space the A^+^pU^−^ state can be populated directly after excitation at 267 nm (4.64 eV).

The A^+^pU^−^ vertical excitation energy varies greatly at the different snapshots. This is consistent with previous calculations on stacked AT pairs in water, which showed that the energy of the CT state is sensitive to the conformation, leading to a broad band, the red tail of which overlaps with the ππ\* states.[9c](#chem201505086-bib-0009c){ref-type="ref"} One of the structural parameters that stabilizes the CT state is an intramolecular hydrogen bond in the nucleotide backbone formed between the hydrogen atom of the adenosine O2′‐H group and the O4′ uridine atom (see atom numbering in Scheme [1](#chem201505086-fig-5001){ref-type="fig"} and distances in Table SI1). This intramolecular hydrogen bond stabilizes the A^+^pU^−^ state by bringing together the charged bases, inducing a favorable electrostatic interaction. As we discuss below, this feature is also found for one of the CT state minima, (A^+^pU^−^)~min−2~.

Potential‐energy‐surface characterization {#chem201505086-sec-0004}
-----------------------------------------

To assign the experimental decay time constants, we have optimized the ground‐ and excited‐state minima and the decay paths to the ground state. We consider two groups of structures to account for the flexibility of ApU, starting from the lowest energy conformation of the molecular dynamics run and a conformation with a low CT energy (600 ps in Figure [1](#chem201505086-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}). In both cases, the ground‐state was reoptimized at the ONIOM(CASSCF:AMBER) level to obtain equilibrated structural parameters for the QM and MM parts. This leads to reference structures FC‐1 and FC‐2 (see Figure [2](#chem201505086-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}). The optimizations were carried out for both snapshots, yielding two sets of structures that differ in the conformation of the ribose rings and the mutual orientation of the bases. In the first group of structures the two bases are approximately parallel, and in the second group they have a more pronounced tilt with respect to each other (see Figure [2](#chem201505086-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}; details in Section SI1.3 and Table SI2). FC‐1 is favored at the CASPT2:AMBER level by about 2.5 eV, but this value is not representative of the relative stability in solution because it comes from potential energy minimization and not from dynamics.

![CASSCF:AMBER ground‐state‐optimized structures including representative distances in Å. In the present and following images, the rings are colored by pucker, using the Cremer--Pople pucker amplitude, as implemented in VMD.[26](#chem201505086-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}](CHEM-22-7497-g002){#chem201505086-fig-0002}

For both groups of structures, relaxation of the ^1^L~b~, S(U) and CT states leads to minima for these states, whereas optimization of the ^1^L~a~ state leads to a conical intersection with the ground state. For the first group of structures we have also optimized a doubly excited minimum, (ApU)\*~min−1~, for which the dominant excited state configuration has four unpaired electrons in the frontier molecular orbitals of the adenine and uracil fragments, but this state was not considered further because of its high relative energy (6.35 eV). The A\*pU‐^1^L~b~ and ApU\* minima display monomer‐localized distortions on the excited nucleobase similar to those found for the isolated monomers, whereas the structure of the complementary base is unchanged. The minima found for the first group of structures are displayed in Figure [3](#chem201505086-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}, whereas those found for the second group of structures are displayed in the Supporting Information together with the bond lengths (see Figure SI1, SI2).

![CASSCF:AMBER optimized critical points for the monomer‐localized excited states, using FC‐1 as reference geometry. Representative bond lengths are given in Å (ground‐state values in parentheses).](CHEM-22-7497-g003){#chem201505086-fig-0003}

The locally excited minima can decay to the ground state through conical intersection structures analogous to those reported for the monomers, characterized by an out‐of‐plane bending of the adenine C2−H[15](#chem201505086-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"} and the uracil C5−H[15i](#chem201505086-bib-0015i){ref-type="ref"}, [27](#chem201505086-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"} group, respectively. The out‐of‐plane bending can take place with the hydrogen atom pointing towards the complementary base or in the opposite direction, which leads to *endo* and *exo* conical intersection isomers, respectively. We have located the two isomers for the adenine‐ and uracil‐centered intersections in both sets of structures, and estimated the barriers to access the conical intersections with constrained optimizations along linear interpolation paths (see Section SI1.4 for details). The most energetically favorable intersections for the first group of structures are displayed in Figure [3](#chem201505086-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}. The remaining structures are provided in the Supporting Information, together with the energy profiles along the decay paths (Figures SI1--SI7). For the uracil‐centered minima (ApU\*)~min−1~ and (ApU\*)~min−2~, the lowest barriers to reach the (ApU\*/gs)~CI~ intersections are 0.17 and 0.23 eV, respectively (see Table [1](#chem201505086-tbl-0001){ref-type="table-wrap"}). For the adenine‐centered structures (A\*pU‐^1^L~b~)~min−1~ and (A\*pU‐^1^L~b~)~min−2~, the decay involves a switch to the ^1^L~a~ state, and the lowest barriers to reach the (A\*pU‐^1^L~a~/gs)~CI~ intersections are 0.68 and 0.59 eV.

###### 

Relative CASPT2:AMBER energies (eV) of the characterized critical points with respect to the FC‐1 (group 1) and FC‐2 (group 2) ground‐state energy. Vertical emission energies are reported for the different minima in round brackets, and barriers from the minima to the conical intersections in square brackets.

                                        Group 1          Group 2
  ------------------------------------- ---------------- ---------------
  FC^\[a\]^                             0.00             0.00^\[b\]^
  4.70 (^1^L~b~)                        4.92 (^1^L~b~)   
  4.88 (^1^L~a~)                        5.07 (^1^L~a~)   
  5.42, 5.49^\[c\]^                     5.39 (S(U))      
  6.01 (CT)                             5.77 (CT)        
  (A\*pU‐^1^L~b~)~min~ ^\[d\]^          4.56 (4.51)      4.46 (4.40)
  (ApU\*)~min~ ^\[d\]^                  5.42 (3.69)      4.70 (3.77)
  (A^+^pU^−^)~min~ ^\[d\]^              3.02 (2.51)      4.19 (2.14)
  (ApU)\*~min~ ^\[d\]^                  6.35 (4.46)      --
  (A\*pU‐^1^L~a~/gs)~CI−exo~ ^\[e\]^    4.30 \[0.75\]    3.96 \[0.59\]
  (A\*pU‐^1^L~a~/gs)~CI−endo~ ^\[e\]^   4.14 \[0.68\]    4.45 \[0.79\]
  (ApU\*/gs)~CI−exo~ ^\[f\]^            4.30 \[0.17\]    3.82 \[0.33\]
  (ApU\*/gs)~CI−endo~ ^\[f\]^           4.78 \[0.24\]    3.89 \[0.23\]
  (A^+^pU^−^/gs)~CI~ ^\[g\]^            2.37 \[\<0.1\]   --

\[a\] Vertical excitation spectrum, state assignment in brackets. \[b\] Relative energy of FC‐2 with respect to FC‐1: 2.49 eV. \[c\] Mixed states which cannot be assigned unequivocally. \[d\] Vertical emission energy in brackets. \[e\] Barrier to access the intersection from (A\*pU‐^1^L~b~)~min~ in square brackets. \[f\] Barrier to access the intersection from (ApU\*)~min~ in square brackets. \[g\] Barrier to access the intersection from (A^+^pU^−^)~min−1~ in square brackets.
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Turning to the CT state, the minima obtained for the two groups of structures present notable differences. (A^+^pU^−^)~min−1~ has a strong, stabilizing hydrogen bond (1.82 Å) between the O8 carbonyl oxygen atom of the negatively charged uracil and one of the amino hydrogen atoms of the positively charged adenine. From this structure there is an almost barrierless path (\<0.1 eV) for hydrogen transfer from the adenine to the uracil fragment (see the Supporting Information, Figure SI4), similar to interstrand excited state hydrogen transfer in AT pairs.[28](#chem201505086-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"} This leads to a conical intersection mediated by electron and hydrogen transfer, (A^+^pU^−^/gs)~CI−1~, which is similar to those described for other biomolecule pairs.[29](#chem201505086-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"} (A^+^pU^−^/gs)~CI−1~ provides an efficient deactivation channel to the ground state, followed by reversion of the hydrogen transfer. This suggests that (A^+^pU^−^)~min−1~ may not be the species responsible for the long‐lived experimental signal.

In contrast to (A^+^pU^−^)~min−1~, the minimum found for the second group of structures, (A^+^pU^−^)~min−2~, is stabilized by a hydrogen bond between the O2′‐H group of the adenosine ribose and the O4′ atom of the ribose group of uridine (1.85 Å), and an electrostatic interaction between the negatively charged uracil O8 atom and the positively charged adenine C6 atom (see Figure [4](#chem201505086-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}). The hydrogen transfer path is not favored and (A^+^pU^−^)~min−2~ may be a long‐lived species, because we could not find any low‐energy conical intersection that could facilitate its decay to the ground state.

![CASSCF:AMBER optimized minima for the CT A^+^pU^−^ state, using FC‐1 and FC‐2 as reference geometries, and conical intersection associated to (A^+^pU^−^)~min−1~. Representative bond lengths are given in Å.](CHEM-22-7497-g004){#chem201505086-fig-0004}

To summarize the potential energy surface calculations, excitation at 267 nm can populate several excited states that show different behavior. The ^1^L~a~ state of adenine has no stable minimum and can decay to the ground state without a barrier, whereas the weakly absorbing ^1^L~b~ state and the uracil‐localized S(U) state have stable minima that are separated from the conical intersections that facilitate the radiationless decay by barriers of approximately 0.6 and 0.2 eV, respectively. For comparison, barrierless decay paths for the S(U) state of unsubstituted uracil[30](#chem201505086-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"} and thymine[31](#chem201505086-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"} in water have been found by using similar approaches. This suggests that the lifetime of the S(U) state in ApU will exceed that measured for thymine, uracil or their nucleosides in water, which is approximately 2 ps.[5](#chem201505086-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}, [8g](#chem201505086-bib-0008g){ref-type="ref"} Similarly, the lifetime of the ^1^L~b~ state in ApU will exceed that measured for adenine or its nucleoside. Presumably, the barriers encountered in ApU to access the base‐centered intersections arise because the bases are distorted and favorable interactions between the stacked bases are disrupted. This seems to be a general effect, because it is found for all conformations of these intersections.

Finally, the lifetime of the CT state depends greatly on the conformation of the ribose rings. In the second group of structures with $\binom{4\mspace{510mu}}{3\mspace{510mu}}$ T and $\binom{2\mspace{510mu}}{1\mspace{510mu}}$ T conformation in the adenosine and uridine sugars, respectively, there is a stable minimum that will contribute to the longer‐lived excited‐state components. The vertical emission energy of (A^+^pU^−^)~min−2~ is 2.14 eV (579 nm). This is consistent with the emission of 2.7 eV associated with a decay component with 72 ps lifetime measured in the alternating d(AT)~10~ oligomer, which was assigned to a stacked AT excimer with A→T CT character.[8h](#chem201505086-bib-0008h){ref-type="ref"}

In this complex scenario, the simulated 2D‐UV spectra presented in the following section provide specific fingerprints for the different states and yield valuable information about how to assess experimentally which are the actual molecular motions that promote the long‐lived channels.

1. D‐UV simulation {#chem201505086-sec-0005}
------------------

Recent experiments[32](#chem201505086-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"} and theoretical simulations[33](#chem201505086-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"} have demonstrated that 2D‐IR can be employed to recognize structural motifs (tertiary structure) in peptides. It is anticipated that 2D‐UV can be as valuable for resolving base stacking through its weak, but detectable, effects on the positions and intensities of the electronic transitions of the bases.[34](#chem201505086-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"} A high accuracy of the electronic structure and a calibration of the methods is essential to capture these effects.[35](#chem201505086-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}

The aim of the present study is to differentiate spectroscopically the electronic excited‐state decay pathways. We center on the main characteristic features of each electronic state, that is, its local stimulated emission (SE) and bright excited‐state absorption (ESA) signals that qualify as candidates for experimental detection. They are less sensitive to the base stacking but exhibit pronounced spectral shifts of several thousands of cm^−1^ during the excited‐state relaxation dynamics, which allows a qualitative discussion that is less dependent on the computational accuracy, and we will show that the current simulations are in good agreement with benchmark studies carried out on isolated adenine[36](#chem201505086-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"} and uracil.[37](#chem201505086-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"}

Our 2D‐UV simulation is based on the specific fingerprints of the minima associated with the different states involved in the photodynamics. Our main assumption is that population gets trapped along the relaxation pathway in local minima and the barrier to access the conical intersection gives rise to the lifetime of the excited state. Consequently, the electronic structure of the minima will dominate the time‐resolved spectrum for pump‐probe delays in the order of the excited‐state lifetime.

The spectral traces of the ^1^L~b~, S(U) and CT states have been calculated for the two groups of structures presented in the previous section. Both sets gave similar results; therefore, we only discuss the results for the second group. The spectra for the first group are presented in the Supporting Information (Figure SI8--SI10). For simplicity, only the key signals for the experimental characterization are discussed. Schematic diagrams are also provided (see Figure [5](#chem201505086-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"} c,f,i) in which ground‐state bleach (GSB) (solid line) and SE (dashed line) transitions are drawn in blue and ESAs in red. The same color code is used in the spectra. The gray color used in some of the diagrams denotes signals that fall outside the probing window of 25 000--44 000 cm^−1^. The spectral traces of the ^1^L~a~ state are not presented in Figure [5](#chem201505086-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"} because this state is expected to have a very short life time, which will result in a broad, unstructured trace dominated by ESA.

![2D NUV‐pump NUV‐probe spectra (NUV: near UV) for the different traces analyzed in the present study: ^1^L~b~ manifold at a) FC‐2 and b) (A\*pU‐^1^L~b~)~min−2~, and c) energy‐level diagram describing the different transitions along the ^1^L~b~ trace; S(U) manifold at d) FC‐2 and e) (ApU\*)~min−2~, and f) energy‐level diagram describing the transitions along the S(U) trace; CT manifold at g) FC‐2 and h) (A^+^pU^−^)~min−2~, and i) energy‐level diagram depicting the transitions along the CT trace. The energy labels along the *x* axis (Ω~1~) correspond to the energy of the main trace, and the small ticks along the axes indicate 1000 cm^−1^ shifts.](CHEM-22-7497-g005){#chem201505086-fig-0005}

We start by discussing the trace of the ^1^L~b~ state. The spectrum in the FC region (see Figure [5](#chem201505086-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"} a) shows two prominent transient absorption signals. The first, labeled 3, is placed at approximately 34 000 cm^−1^ along Ω~3~ and arises from a transition from the ^1^L~b~ state to an adenine centered doubly excited state (D~1~\*(A)). This is in agreement with our recent state‐of‐the‐art computations,[36](#chem201505086-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"} which demonstrate that the range between 20 000 and 36 000 cm^−1^ is dominated by the ESA to the D~1~\*(A) state. The second signal (peak 5) lies in the high‐energy window at approximately 42 000 cm^−1^ and corresponds to additional excitation of an adenine to uracil CT state (^1^L~b~+CT). As the initially populated ^1^L~b~ state evolves towards its minimum (A\*pU‐^1^L~b~)~min−2~ (cf. Figure [5](#chem201505086-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"} b), its energy relative to the FC region shifts to the red. This yields a characteristic emission feature 1′ that appears in a shifted region of the spectrum and provides, together with a slight redshift in signal 3, unique fingerprints that can be used to identify this structure.

We turn our attention next to the uracil S(U) state and the evolution of its high‐lying excited state manifold. Figure [5](#chem201505086-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"} d,e show the spectra of the FC‐2 and (ApU\*)~min−2~ geometries correlated with the S(U) transition of uracil (ca. 42 000 cm^−1^). A schematic representation of the different electronic transitions is given for visual aid on the right of Figure [5](#chem201505086-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"} f. The gray color denotes signals that fall outside the probing window due to large shifts. Peaks 1 and 2 arise from GSB of the ^1^L~b~ and ^1^L~a~ states of adenine, and peaks 3 and 3′ come from GSB and SE of the S(U) state, which have the same energy at the FC region. At this region (see Figure [5](#chem201505086-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"} d), the S(U) manifold shows only two ESA contributions, peaks 4 and 5, which correspond to a double excitation on uracil, D~1~\*(U), and a simultaneous S(U)+^1^L~a~ excitation, respectively. This is consistent with high accuracy computations for the FC region of uracil for which only a few characteristic ESA signals (transitions to doubly excited states) are found between 34 000 and 20 000 cm^−1^.[37](#chem201505086-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"} The intense peak 5 in the high‐energy window at approximately 37 000 cm^−1^ lies just above the GSB peak 2 and provides direct evidence for noncovalent interactions. These weak interactions cause the emergence of GSB/ESA pairs (2 and 5 in this case) with a signal splitting proportional to the coupling strength. After relaxation, a very pronounced shift in the signals can be readily noted in the spectrum at (ApU\*)~min−2~ (see Figure [5](#chem201505086-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"} e). The SE signal undergoes a large redshift of approximately 13 000 cm^−1^. This strong stabilization, which is related to the pronounced geometrical rearrangements suffered by the uracil moiety, also shifts peaks 4 and 6 strongly to the red and places them at approximately 32 000 cm^−1^. Given the characteristics of the analyzed spectra, peaks 3′, 4, and 6 appear to be in energetic regions that provide the best fingerprint to register the ApU\* state spectroscopically.

The last state to be considered is the CT state. The spectra of the FC‐2 and (A^+^pU^−^)~min−2~ geometries are shown in Figure [5](#chem201505086-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"} g,h. At the FC region (see Figure [5](#chem201505086-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"} g), the CT manifold shows several GSB signals related to the ^1^L~b~, ^1^L~a~, CT and S(U) states, yielding peaks 1--4, respectively. In this case, the CT features non‐negligible oscillator strength associated with its transition. Two ESA signals corresponding to excitation to CT+^1^L~a~ and CT+S(U) states can be discerned. These peaks, 5 and 6, are situated at approximately 31 000 and 38 000 cm^−1^ along Ω~3~, respectively. After relaxation, (A^+^pU^−^)~min−2~ (see Figure [5](#chem201505086-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"} h) shows pronounced shifts in both ESA and SE signals (peaks 3, 5, and 6) due to the large nuclear rearrangements. Peak 6 suffers a strong redshift of approximately 6000 cm^−1^ down to approximately 33 000 cm^−1^, which is a relatively empty energy window in which the contributions from (A^+^pU^−^)~min−2~ might be probed experimentally, given the strong intensity of this signal. In turn, peaks 3′ and 5 appear below the 25 000 cm^−1^ mark after relaxation. Although they lie outside our present probing window, they would be the best fingerprints for lower‐energy probe experiments.

Discussion {#chem201505086-sec-0006}
==========

The proposed time evolution of the 2D‐UV spectra for the stacked ApU conformer is presented in Figure [6](#chem201505086-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}. Based on our potential energy calculations, we propose three main steps: early times, dominated by barrierless decay of the ^1^L~a~ state (left panel), intermediate times before the decay of the S(U) state (middle panel), and late times after the decay of this state (right panel). In the early events of the photodynamics, within the femtosecond timescale (left side of the spectrum in Figure [6](#chem201505086-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}), the spectrum is governed by intense contributions from the ^1^L~a~ and S(U) manifolds, which cover the rest of the signals. Along the ^1^L~a~ trace, we present the signals from the FC region, which include a singly excited adenine state, S(A), characterized by a H‐1→L+1 transition, a doubly excited state D\* (H→L transition), a negative signal in the diagonal composed of SE and GSB, and a high‐lying, combined ^1^L~a~+S(U) ESA. This ESA, paired with the near‐lying bleach signal at Ω~1~=36 500 cm^−1^, Ω~3~=42 000 cm^−1^, is indicative of the noncovalent interaction between the two bases. However, because of the ultrafast relaxation and the ultrashort lifetime of the ^1^L~a~ state, and based on our benchmarking studies,[36](#chem201505086-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"} we expect that these peaks will merge into a broad, unstructured signal already at sub‐100 fs waiting times, covering also the much weaker ^1^L~b~ trace. Along the S(U) trace, one finds the equivalent bleach/ESA pair at Ω~1~=42 000 cm^−1^, Ω~3~=36 500 cm^−1^ (signals 5 and 2 in Figure [5](#chem201505086-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"} d), and the doubly excited D~1~\*(U) state (signal 4 in Figure [5](#chem201505086-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"} d).

![Proposed time evolution of the 2D NUV‐pump NUV‐probe spectra for stacked ApU. The time arrow marks approximately the scale at which the spectra will evolve according to the potential energy calculations. Left panel: early times; middle panel: intermediate times; right panel: late times. A schematic description of the relaxation channels of each state is provided at the top of the figure.](CHEM-22-7497-g006){#chem201505086-fig-0006}

Moving to the picosecond timescale, the contributions arising from the ^1^L~a~ state vanish as its population depletes, leaving the contributions from the relaxed ^1^L~b~, CT and S(U) channels, which decay at longer times. At this stage of the dynamics (middle spectrum in Figure [6](#chem201505086-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}), the S(U) state gathers most of the intensity and covers the rest of the states. The spectrum features the main fingerprints characterizing (ApU\*)~min−2~, ascribed to doubly excited ESAs (D~1~\* and D~2~\*, peaks 4 and 6 in Figure [5](#chem201505086-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"} e) and its SE (peak 3′ in Figure [5](#chem201505086-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"} e), with a barely noticeable contribution from the CT state (CT+S(U), peak 6 in Figure [5](#chem201505086-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"} h). At longer times (right side spectrum in Figure [6](#chem201505086-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}), the bright contributions from the S(U) manifold are expected to vanish based on the computed barriers, giving way to the contributions from the CT and ^1^L~b~ states to be registered. The trace associated with the CT state is expected to be significantly broadened because of the dependence of its absorption energy and oscillator strength on the conformational dynamics. Therefore, the CT+S(U) signal along this trace (corresponding to peak 6 in Figure [5](#chem201505086-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"} h) may be considerably lower in intensity than what is shown in Figure [6](#chem201505086-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"} right panel. Another characteristic signature of the CT trace should be the absence of signals in the red, except for the ESA to the CT+^1^La state at 24 000 and the SE at 20 000 cm^−1^ (transitions 5 and 3′ in Figure [5](#chem201505086-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"} i). The ^1^L~b~ state can be expected to provide a small contribution because it will be populated mainly in an indirect way during the decay of the ^1^L~a~ state.[15d](#chem201505086-bib-0015d){ref-type="ref"}, [15f](#chem201505086-bib-0015f){ref-type="ref"} However, it should still be possible to monitor it in the spectra because it displays characteristic ^1^L~b~(SE) emission (peak 1′ in Figure [5](#chem201505086-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"} b), which is also visible for bare adenine,[36](#chem201505086-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"} and ^1^L~b~+CT signals around its trace along Ω~1~ (peak 5 in Figure [5](#chem201505086-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"} b) in a region that is otherwise relatively free of signals.

Overall, the theoretical spectra strongly suggest that it would be beneficial to shift the probe window to the low‐energy region of the UV, where identifiable fingerprints in the form of SE and ESAs emerge.[36](#chem201505086-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"} The near‐UV is very suitable to track excited‐state dynamics because it is background‐free, that is, there are no contributions from solute or solvent photoionization or fragmentation, which allows for high signal‐to‐noise ratios even with weak probe intensities. This spectral window also depends less on the level of theory employed for the simulation, thus endorsing the reliability of the predicted spectra.[36](#chem201505086-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"} Broadband probe pulses will be essential to capture the predicted shifts of more than 10 000 cm^−1^ and track the complete photophysics process. Self‐phase modulation with a supercontinuum source seems capable of achieving this goal,[38](#chem201505086-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"} thus encouraging new experimental setups that will be feasible soon with the present technological advances and can provide unequivocal insight into the state‐specific dynamics of DNA/RNA dimeric and oligomeric systems.

Conclusion {#chem201505086-sec-0007}
==========

The main aim of the present study is to provide qualitatively new insight into the photophysics of a nucleobase dimer, ApU, with state‐of‐the‐art computational chemistry. We have centered on the stacked conformer that is suggested to be responsible for the appearance of an 18 ps signal in the experiments, and we have combined a detailed exploration of the excited‐state potential energy surface at the CASPT2//CASSCF:AMBER level with the simulation of the 2D‐UV electronic spectra using the SOS approach. The results show an unexpected complexity for a relatively simple system, formed by only two bases. In contrast to what is computed for the single nucleobases or nucleotides in water, the excited states localized on the single nucleobases have sizeable barriers to reach the conical intersections that induce the radiationless decay. This probably happens because favorable stacking interactions are disrupted when the nucleobases are distorted to reach the intersections, which results in energy barriers. In addition, the fate of the A→U CT state depends on the conformation of the ribose rings. These results can be reconciled with the original interpretation of the experiments,[5](#chem201505086-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"} which make the CT state responsible for the 18 ps component, if one assumes that the uracil S(U) state decays in the scale of a few picoseconds, regardless of the calculated barrier. However, an alternative mechanism is also possible whereby the uracil S(U) state is responsible for the measured 18 ps component and the contributions of the CT state (and eventually the adenine ^1^L~b~ one) overlap with those of the long‐lived uracil π,π\* or triplet state of the unstacked conformers to give the 240 ps component measured in the transient absorption spectra.

The proposed mechanistic alternatives cannot be differentiated unambiguously by one‐dimensional pump‐probe spectroscopic approaches, for which the contributions of the different decay channels are superimposed. This task cannot be achieved by theoretical state‐of‐the‐art non‐adiabatic dynamics approaches either, because the underlying electronic structure methods are not accurate enough to treat the competition between the different paths correctly (see for instance the discussions in ref. [39](#chem201505086-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}). It is precisely in this context that the simulation of the 2D‐UV electronic spectra becomes important, since it provides a specific fingerprint for every species, and this will make it possible to track the evolution of the different states experimentally in the near future. Our simulations show the most favorable spectral window in which this can be done. Therefore, the present study shows the potential of 2D‐UV spectroscopy, combined with high‐level computations, to provide new insights into the photophysics of nucleobase dimers and, by extension, other multichromophoric systems.

Experimental Section {#chem201505086-sec-0008}
====================

Computational details {#chem201505086-sec-0009}
---------------------

The potential energy surface calculations were carried out with a quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics (QM/MM) approach using the "Own N‐layer Integrated molecular Orbital molecular Mechanics" (ONIOM)[18](#chem201505086-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"} method as implemented in Gaussian[40](#chem201505086-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"} and the complete active space self consistent field (CASSCF) level of theory. The excited‐state minima and conical intersections were optimized at the ONIOM(CASSCF/6‐31+G\*:AMBER) level, treating the adenine and uracil bases quantum mechanically and the rest of the system with AMBER. To account for dynamic correlation, the energy of the structures was corrected calculating the state‐specific complete active space second‐order perturbation (SS‐CASPT2) energy of the A‐U model system with Molcas,[41](#chem201505086-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"} using the atomic natural orbital S‐type (ANO‐S) basis set[42](#chem201505086-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"} and including the MM charges in the calculation. The resulting values are referred to as CASPT2:AMBER. We used a link‐atom scheme and electronic embedding with the charge equilibration approach.[43](#chem201505086-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"} During the optimizations, only the ApU molecule, the Na^+^ ion and a solvation shell formed by the 84 closest molecules were allowed to relax, and the rest of the system was kept frozen. For a balanced treatment of the two bases in the optimization of the excited‐state minima, we used an active space of four orbitals on each base, i.e., eight electrons in eight orbitals, denoted as (8,8). However, for the conical intersection optimizations, we used a different active space composed of all the π‐orbitals from the base that carries the excitation ((12,10) and (10,8) for adenine and uracil, respectively) to give a better account of correlation energy at the CASSCF level and avoid large degeneracy‐lifting effects with CASPT2. With this approach, we obtained small CASPT2 energy gaps at the intersections of ≤0.25 eV (see the Supporting Information, Figure SI3--SI7). For the CASPT2 potential energy calculations, we used a (12,12) active space (six orbitals from each base) to warrant a balanced treatment of all structures. More computational details are given in Section SI1.1.

Quasi‐absorptive bidimensional electronic spectra were computed with a development version of Spectron 2.7.[44](#chem201505086-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"} For the spectra, energies were computed with the state‐average SA‐80‐CASSCF(8,8)/SS‐CASPT2/ANO‐S protocol. These energies and the CASSCF transition dipole moments were coupled with the sum‐over‐states (SOS) technique[45](#chem201505086-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"} to compute the nonlinear response of the system.[46](#chem201505086-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"} The solvent was represented with the MM point charges. The pump pulses in Figure [5](#chem201505086-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"} were always positioned at the frequency of the electronic transition at the FC point, while probing a broad spectral region between 25 000 and 44 000 cm^−1^. We used infinitely broad pulses for our simulations. This makes our simulations independent of the experimental setup and gives a qualitatively correct position of the peaks compared with the finite pulses that will be employed experimentally. The position of the CT manifold in the spectra is shifted from its calculated position of 49 000 cm^−1^ to 40 000 cm^−1^, which is the energy window at which this state appears in the 600 ps snapshot of the molecular dynamics that defines the FC‐2 region (see Figure [1](#chem201505086-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}). To compute the temporal evolution of the fingerprints of each de‐excitation channel, we used a simplified protocol that does not require excited‐state dynamics simulations. It works within the framework of the static approximation[47](#chem201505086-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"} and relies on the assumption that the spectral signatures of the intermediates dominate the spectrum at longer times if the system is trapped (and equilibrated) in the minima on a timescale much longer than the duration of the experiment (details in Section SI2.1).[48](#chem201505086-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"}
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